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Editorial 

Information Systems Research: A Teleological Approach? 

The request to write this editorial came at a very 
opportune time, coinciding as it did with an intense 
examination of the development of the field of 
information systems and an analysis of the progress of 
IS research. I have therefore used this opportunity to 
focus my thoughts and outline some of my conclusions. 
By doing so I don't pretend to answer any questions, 
merely perhaps to stimulate thought amongst those 
SACJ readers involved in IS research. 

The last fifteen years has seen a tremendous growth 
in the study of information systems. During this period 
a number of journals devoted to IS research appeared 
such as MIS Quarterly, The Journal of MIS, Infonnation 
and Management and Data Base. There are now many 
research-based activities: the International Conference 
on Information Systems; the annual IS doctoral 
dissertation colloquium; and various awards for IS 
research contributions. Hundreds of universities world
wide have formed information systems departments with 
(reasonably) standard curricula. 

Yet with all this, what has really been achieved from 
a research viewpoint? Are we any closer to 
understanding the true nature of information systems? 
Is there a general unified theory of information 
systems? Is there ev.en an accepted, unique body of IS 
knowledge? The answer to all of these must surely be 
no. 

We have, I believe, achieved precious little. Yes, 
we do understand something of IS development 
approaches. We understand a little more now than we 
used to about how users interact with systems. But to 
get back to the first question, do we really understand 
what information systems are and how they work? No. 
Which begs the question: Why not? 

There are,_ ag<1in I believe, a number of reaso_n_s, but 
the foremost must be that the majority of people in the 
IS research community either reside in the business 
schools of the USA or are drawn from other disciplines. 
These people, it would appear, are researching for 
research's sake; to publish in order to secure tenure or 
develop a research track record, not to further the body 
of knowledge of the subject. There seems an almost 
frantic zeal to generate and test hypotheses, trying to 
adopt and pursue what is seen to be a "scientific 
approach". But there is very little focus - there can't be, 
or the answers to my questions earlier would be yes 
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rather than no! 
Let me hasten to add that there is nothing unique 

about these IS researchers. "Publish or perish" is still 
very much alive and well! But also they are really not 
all that different from other social scientists. As Nagel 
(3] :observed: 

"... in no area of social enquiry has a body of 
general laws been established, comparable with 
outstanding theories in the natural sciences in scope 
of explanatory power or in capacity to yield precise 
and reliable predictions : .. " 

Why should this be the case? Is it because the great 
intellects gravitate to the natural sciences and the social 
sciences pick up the second best who are incapable of 
generating these general laws? I hope not! The answer 
may well be that we have become locked into a 
particular research approach which is inappropriate to 
developing a body of social science, and more 
particularly, IS knowledge. Maybe we should be 
learning from our own source discipline (systems 
theory) and be developing a real research approach 
which complements our field of study. 

To explore this further let me go back to the roots 
of information systems. What is an information system? 
Do we really have an accepted definition? Probably the 
most widely referenced is that provided by Davis and 
Olson (2): 

"an integrated, user-machine system for providing 
information to support operations, management and 
decision-making functions in an organization. The 
system utilizes computer hardware and software; 
manual procedures; models for analysis, planning, 
control and decision making; and a database". 

Note how this emphasizes the man-machine 
interrelationship and underscores computers as a core 
component when they are not even necessarily a part of 
the information system. The worst aspect is that it does 
little to describe what a system is, and this may well be 
one of the causes of our research dilemma. Again, if 
we draw on systems theory then a more appropriate 
definition might well be: "a hierarchical set of 
procedures utilizing information to monitor and control 
organizational performance". Note that this definition 
fits with general systems theory that all systems have 
four basic foundations: cybernetics, hierarchy, control 
and information (1). 

1 



An additional aspect not apparently recognised by IS 
researchers is that the information system, just like any 
other system, biological or otherwise, suffers from the 
problem first identified by our own Jan Christiaan 
Smuts [4]: that of holism. Simply put, this says that 
the whole is greater than the sum of the parts. This 
means that information systems, unlike science, cannot 
be reduced to simple isolated fields of enquiry and then 
analyzed or tested using hypotheses and laboratory 
experiments from which elaborate generalizations may 
be inferred. They have levels of complexity with new 
factors emerging at each level. The problem with most 
of the current research is that it starts out with a 
reductionist approach· and then focuses on the highest 
( or lowest) level. Thus the majority of the topics have 
as their target the interaction between user and -
computer or the management or application of 
technology. There is very little research that is taking 
place at fundamental level, that of developing a general 
theory of information sytems. This is the teleological 
approach, searching for the natural laws and developing 
the theory based on deduction and logical development. 
Until we can advance that area of knowledge and, from 
a basis of these fundamental laws, develop a hierarchy 
of hypotheses that can then be tested, we will have little 
focus to our IS research. It will remain a fragmented, 
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uncohesive smattering of the work of individuals who 
are merely grasping at tenure. There are few people 
who would today argue against the inclusion of 
information systems as a field of study at a university or 
as a fruitful research area. But until such time as we 
focus on the foundation theory, it will remain 
unstructured and immature. 
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Abstract 

A modification to the Dirichlet tessellation algorithm of Green and Sibson {1} is presented which deals 
effectively with degenerate and near-degenerate vertices and allows the construction of a consistent Delaunay 
triangulation for all sets of data. The modified algorithm produces contiguity lists which facilitate the 
computation of triangular finite element meshes quickly and efficiently and also allows points to be deleted 
from the tessellation. The modification consists of a pair of rules which prevent the recording of degenerate 
verlices in the contiguity table, and ensures that the subsequent triangulation is not ambiguous. 

The arbitrary triangular grid that is constructed between the actual data points can easily be used to 
compute two-dimensional contour diagrams, without the need for interpolation from the data points to the 
nodes of a rectangular grid system. The modified algorithms can also be used to compute a triangulated finite 
element mesh from the nodes of a rectangular grid system. 
Keywords: Tessellation, Triangulation, Degeneracy 
Computing Review Categories: I. 3. 5, J. 2, F. 2.1. 
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1. Introduction 

A Dirichlet tessellation is defined as a subdivision 
of a plane determined by a finite set of distinct 
points. Each point has associated with it the 
region of the plane nearest to it. The · region 
associated with each point extends in all directions 
from the point halfway to the next point or off to 
infinity if there are no other points in that 
direction. The boundary between the region of a 
point and that of a neighbouring point, is a line 
segment bisecting the line between the two points. 
These regions form polygons and are called tiles. 
The point inside a tile is called its generating point. 

Green and Sibson [1] describes an algorithm to 
compute such Dirichlet tessellations. Tiles are 
called contiguous if they have a boundary segment 
in common. The data points in contiguous tiles are 
called contiguous points. In general, tiies meet in 
threes at vertices, so that lines joining contiguous 
points define triangles. These triangles fit together 
in what is called a Delaunay triangulation, the dual 
of the Dirichlet/Voronoi/Thiessen tessellation. Fig. 
1 shows a tessellation and triangulation of a small 
set of points. Sibson [2] has shown that this is the 
only triangulation that is locally equiangular. A 
triangulation is defined to be locally equiangular, if 
for any two triangles sharing a common edge and 
defining a quadrilateral that is strictly convex, the 
replacement of the chosen diagonal by the 
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alternative one, will not increase the nmmnum of 
the six angles in the two triangles making up the 
quadrilateral. 

It may happen that four or more tiles meet at 
a vertex. Such a vertex is said to be degenerate. If 
this happens, the defining points of the tiles 
meeting at the degenerate vertex must all lie on a 
circle with that vertex as the centre, since all the 
defining points involved are equidistant from the 
vertex. If the Green and Sibson algorithm is used 
to compute the contiguities surrounding a 
degenerate vertex, a cyclic polygon is created and 
neither diagonal is recorded for inclusion in the 
triangulation. The triangulation therefore fails, see 
example in Figure 2. In practice, real degenerate 
points happen only very infrequently. However, 
due to the inaccuracies of floating point arithmetic, 
near degeneracies may cause real degeneracies. A 
more serious problem, also mentioned by Green and 
Sibson, is that near degeneracies may cause 
contiguities to be recorded inconsistently. Both 
these problems are solved by the modified 
algorithm. 

2. Approach 

This paper improves the Green and Sibson 
algorithm. By slightly changing the definition of 
contiguity and applying two simple selection 
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criteria in the determination of contiguities, the 
contiguities are . correctly recorded in all cases and 
only the necessary diagonals are marked for 
inclusion in the triangulation, even if degeneracy or 
near-degeneracy occurs. For example, in the 
triangulation of the four points in Figure 2, one of 
the diagonals shown must be included. Because all 
four the defining points lie on a circle with centre 
v, either diagonal may be selected for the triangles 
to be locally equiangular (3). The particular 
triangles "chosen" from the polygon when 
degeneracies have occurred, depend on the order in 
which the points are added to the tessellation. 
This is an important feature because a rectangular 
grid, which is fully degenerate, can now also be 
triangulated with the modified algorithm. 

Figure 1 Tessellation (solid lines) and trian
gulation (broken lines) for a small 
scale configuration 

By defining tiles to be contiguous, not only · if they 
meet along a common boundary segment, but also 
if they meet at a vertex and applying the next two 
selection criteria, if a vertex is degenerate, no 
inconsistencies will be recorded. An inconsistency 
could take the form of either a contiguity being 
recorded from one tile but not from the other, or 
more than the. required number of contiguities 
being recorded in the contiguity lists, leading to too 
many diagonals of the cyclic polygon being selected 
for the triangulation. 

In the following definitions, the term 
"clockwise" and "counter-clockwise" are used. 
While these undoubtedly have clear intuitive 
meanings, we follow the definition given by Botha 
[6) in the algorithmic implementation. 

If the boundary of a new tile, proceeding 
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clockwise around a new point, enters or leaves an 
existing tile at a vertex where three or more tiles 
meet, the vertex is degenerate and the following 
two selection criteria have to be used to select the 
next tile: 

Criterion 1. If the vertex where the boundary of the 
new tile leaves the current tile is degenerate, then 
there are two or more tiles that can be selected as 
the next tile to enter. Always select the first tile 
clockwise around the current tile (see vertex v in 
Figure 3, select tile m). 

Criterion 2. If the vertex where the boundary of the 
new tile enters the current tile is degenerate, always 
select the tile from where the boundary enters as 
the first tile counter-clockwise around the current 
tile ( see vertex v' in Figure 3, select tile n '). 
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k: n, 

1: k, m 

m: 1. n 

n: m. k 

A degenerate vertex v and its four 
generating points, showing the two 
possible diagonals of the 
triangulation 

3. Algorithm 

The algorithm, an adaptation of the method 
described by Green and Sibson [I], is a recursive 
method for computing contiguities. All the other 
properties of the tessellation, like the vertex 
positions and the areas, are easily calculated from 
the contiguities and the coordinates of the 
generating points. Points are added recursively to 
the tessellation until all points have been added. 
The addition of a new point to a tessellation begins 
by finding the nearest point to the new point. This 
point is called the current point. The boundary 
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between the new point and the current point is 
constructed and proceeding clockwise around the 
new point, the vertex where this boundary meets 
the edge of a neighbouring tile is established. 
Using the selection criteria in case of degeneracy, 
the generating point of the next contiguous tile is 
recorded as such on the contiguity list of the new 
point and the generating point of the next 
contiguous tile becomes the new current point. 
Successive points are added to the contiguity list of 
the new point in this way, till the list is completed 
by the addition of the nearest neighbour. Whilst 
this is being done, the · contiguity lists of the 
existing points of the tes_sellation must be modified 
according to the following algorithm. Fig. 3 
illustrates the process.. Contiguous tites are listed· 
counter-clockwise on the contiguity lists. 

Algorithm ADDTESS 
Input: A set of n distinct points, n ~ 1, with their 
associated contiguity lists for the Dirichlet 
tessellation and a new point P . 

new 
Output: A set of n + 1 distinct points, with their 
associated contiguity lists for the Dirichlet. 
tessellation. 
Comment: Let P. be the generating point for tile T. 

l l 

and P be the point to be added. P. and P t 
new m ou 

are the generating points of the tiles from where. 
the boundary of T enters and leaves an existing 

new 
tile. C. denotes the contiguity list of P .. 

l l 

1. Find Pk, such that P · lies in tile k (Pk is 
new 

the nearest generating point to P ) . 
new 

2. Find the vertices where the boundary between 
Tk and T ( the bisector of the line Pk -new 
P ) meets the edges of a neighbouring tile 

new 
(v and v' in Fig 3). 

3. Moving along this boundary in a clockwise 
direction around P , select P. and P t 

new ID OU 

using criteria 1 and 2 if necessary. 

4. Ad?, ~ out _in front of Cnew· 

5. Link(k, in, out, new) 
6· pstart = pk 

7. WHILE P t -/= P t t DO ou s ar 
7.1 P. = Pk 

m 
7·2 pk= pout 

7 .3 Still moving along the boundary of the 
new tile in a clockwise direction around P , 

new 
find the vertex where the boundary meets the 
edge of the next neighbouring tile. 
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7.4 With Pk as the current tile, find Pout 

using the selection criteria, if necessary 
7.5 Add P t in front of C . 

ou new 
7.6 Link(k, in, out, new) 

8. ENDWHILE 
9. END (of ADDTESS) 

Algorithm LINK 
1. Delete all contiguities between P. and P 

m out 
on ck. 

2. Add P between P. and P t on Ck. 
new m ou 

3. END ( of LINK) 

4. Analysis 

In the following analysis, we shall use (I, m) to 
indicate tile m on the contiguity list of tile l. 
Theorem il If during the construction of a 
Dirichlet tessellation a vertex v degenerates, the 
algorithm ADDTESS will record no contiguities 
around v inconsistently. 
Proof. Let v be a vertex of degree 3 that 
degenerates when a new point P is added to the 

new 
tessellation. 'Let l, m and n .be the generating 
points of the· tiles .T11 T and T that meet at v m · n 

(see Figure 3). There are two 'possible places in the 
algorithm ADDTESS where inconsistencies can 
occur 1.e. 
1. at Step 3 and 7.4 when'selecting P t or 

OU 

2. at Step 3 when selecting P. , 
m 

1. Let the boundary between P and P
1 

leave T
1 new 

at v (Figure 3). The only contiguities that can be 
recorded inconsistently are those between new and 
m and between l and n. Before adding P , the 

new 
contiguity lists are: 
C

1
: .. : nm ... ; C : ... In ... ; C : ... ml ... ; 

m n 
therefore (1, m) and (m7 l) exist. 
In step 4 or 7.3 with current tile 1, the algorithm 
selects P t = m and enters (new, m). Then, while 

OU 

entering .P on c1 between P. -/= n and P t = 
new m ou 

m, (1, n) is deleted. For tile m, P. = 1 and P t 
Ill OU 

= n, therefore (m, new) is added between l and n. 
For tile n, P. = m and P t -/= 1, therefore when 

Ill OU 

P is linked on C , (n, 1) is deleted. This shows 
new n 

that (1, n) and (n, 1) were correctly deleted and 
(new, m) and (m, new) correctly inserted into the 
tessellation. 
2. Let P lies in T

1 
and the boundary between 

new 
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P and P
1 

enters T
1 

at the vertex v' (Figure 3). new . 
The only contiguities that can cause inconsistencies 
are (new, n') and (1, m'). Before adding P , the new 
contiguity lists are: 
c

1
: ... n'm' ... ; Cm,: ... In' ... ; Cn,: ... m'l ... ; 

therefore (1, m') and (m', 1) exist. 
In step 2, the algorithm selects P. = n' for tile 1 

m 
and P t f m', therefore (1, m') is deleted when 

OU 

entering P on c
1
. Then steps 7.x are repeated 

new 
until tile m' is reached. Then P. f 1 and P t = 

lil OU 

n'. Therefore, (new, n') is inserted and when 
entering P on C ,, (m' ,1) is deleted. For tile 

new m 
n', P. = m' and P t = 1, so that (n', new) is 

lil OU 

added. Therefore, (1, m') and (m', 1) were deleted 
and (new, n') and (n', new) inserted into the 
tessellation. 
This completes the proof for vertices of degree 
three. The proof. for vertices of higher degree is 
analogous. 

Figure 3 Example for the proof of Theorem 4.1 

5. Advantages 

An important advantage of the contiguity lists 
produced by this algorithm is that no other special 
care has to be taken to deal with degeneracies or 
near-degeneracies when finding the topology of the 
triangles, computing the area map or to delete 
points from the tessellation. These can be easily 
computed from the contiguity lists. The area map 
for the triangulation is . a list of the triangles 
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adjacent to each triangle and is often needed in 
other programs like contour computations [7]. 

For each contiguity list, the topology of the 
triangles and the area map are computed as follows. 
If the contiguity list of a point k is 

Ck: ... l,m,n, ... 

then (k,l,m) and (k,m,n) form triangles and these 
triangles are adjacent to each other. With. the 
contiguity lists, M produced by the Green apd 
Sibson algorithm, it may look like a. trivial matter 
to compute the triangles for a polygon that was 
formed, due to a degeneracy with a post processing 
routine, but it takes many more comparisons to 
find t_he triangles for a quadrilateral . than for a 
normal triangle (i.e. l*l + 4*1 vs. 2*1 ; where l,i~ 
the length of the contiguity list) and even more for 
higher degree polygons (see algorithn:i FIND 
TRIANGLES). With ADDTESS, no polygons are 
formed when points degenerate. -This difference 
may be negligible when few degeneracies occur, but 
for large data sets with a high per.centage of 
degeneracies, the difference is considerable. 

Finding the area map is also more complicated 
with the Green and Sibson type of contiguity list. 
For each triple mentioned above, ~ test must · be 
performed to ensure that it is, in fact, either a 
normal triangle or a 'chosen' triangle from a 
polygon. In the algorithm FIND TRIANGLES, 
only lines 1 :1 - 1.3 will be needed in the 
FOR-loops, if the contiguity lists were computed by 
ADDTESS. The complete contiguity lists for 
Figure 3 computed by the two methods are given in 
the appendix. 

Points ~e deleted from the tessellation, simply 
by adding the contiguity lists of the deleted point 
to the list of the nearest point (see algorithm 
DELETETESS). · For exa.n'lple, if the point P 

. . · ; new 
in Fig. 3 must be deleted again, and the nearest 
point to it is pl and their contiguity lists'a.re: . 

'?~ew=- r,~,m,l,n',~' --~d ·cl·=- n',new,~, 

then m:', r, n ~ust b~ added on _ ~ . in the place of 

new and l must be added to the . lists C , , C and 
m r 

C in place of new and new: must he deleted from n . 

all other lists. This applies to the cdntiguity lists of 
both Green and Sibson and ADDTESS, but if. the 
points m', r, n and 1 form a cyclic polygon, the 
Green and Sibson contiguity lists will be incorrect. 
Each triple on the contiguity list that is being 
added to, must first be tested to see if a degeneracy 
will develop and if so the mid-point of the triple 
should not be added. This adds a considerable 
number of comparisons to the algorithm. 
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Algorithm FIND TIUANGLES ( contiguity lists a la 
Green and Sibson). 
Input : A set of n distinct points, n ~ 1, with their 
associated contiguity lists for the Dirichlet 
tessellation where the maximum degree of any 
vertex is 4. 
Output : Triangle topology, where each triangle 
tri(i,j,k) is formed by the points i,j,k of the 
tessellation. 
Comments : C. denotes the contiguity list of P. and 

l l 

c(i,j) the j'th point on C.. #C. is the number of 
l l 

elements on Ci. For a contiguity list Ci: c
1 

,c2
, ... 

c j i, j ~ 1 where c
1 

and c j are contiguous, c j and c
1 

are also considered consecutive, i.e. the list is 
circular. 
FOR i = 1 to n DO 

FOR each pair of unmarked consecutive points 
on C., say c(i,j) and c(i,l) DO 

l 

1. IF c(i,l) is on C c· .) THEN 
C l,J 

/* normal triangle * / 
1.1 Store tri(i,c(i,j),c(i,l)) 
1.2 Mark P. on C c· .) 

l C l,J 

1.3 Mark P. on C c· I) 
l C l, 

2. ELSE 
/* find triangles in quadrilateral * / 
2.1 Find the common point Pk 'f Pi on 

C c· .) and C c· 1) i.e. the fourth point of 
C l,J C l, 

the polygon 
2.2 Store tri(i,c(i,j),k) 
2.3 Store-tri(k,c(i,l),i) 
2.5 Mark P. on C (' .) 

l C l,J 

2.6 Mark P. on C (' I) 
l C l, 

2. 7 Mark P c· .) and P (' I) on Ck 
C l,J C l, 

Algorithm DELETETESS 
Input: A set of n distinct points, n ~ 2, with their 
associated contiguity lists for the Dirichlet 
tessellation and the point P old that must be 

deleted. 
Output: A set of n - 1 distinct points with their 
associated contiguity lists for the Dirichlet 
tessellation. 
Comment: For a contiguity list Ci: c

1
, c

2
, ... cj 

i,j~l where c
1 

and cj are contiguous, cj and c
1 

are 

also considered to be consecutive, i.e. the list is 
circular. 
1. Find the nearest points n

1
, n

2
, ... ni i~l on 

cold' If i > 2, Ill' n2, ... ,ni are consecutive 
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on Cold. Let near be either n1 or ni i.e the 

first or the last point in the sequence. 
2. Find p and/or s on C , such that C : ... 

near near 
p, old, s, ... (or old, s, ... or ... , p, old if the 
first and last entries on C are not 

near 
contiguous). 

3. Find q and/or r on Cold' such that Coli .. p, 

q, ... r, s, ... (or ... r, s, ... or ... ,p, q, ... ) and 
enter q, ... r ( or ... r or q, ... ) on C in the 

near 
place of old, deleting old from C . 

near 
4. Enter near in the place of old on the 

contiguity list of q, ... r (or ... r or q, ... ) if not 
already on the list, deleting old from C . 

near 
5. Delete old from C and C and if q, .. . r 1s 

p s 
empty, enter p on C and s on C if not 

s p 
already on the lists. 

6. Conclusion 

Using the amended algorithm incorporating the 
selection criteria, the Dirichlet tessellation can be 
used to construct a consistent Delaunay 
triangulation for any set of points. The resulting 
contiguity lists facilitate the construction of the 
area-map and can also be used to delete a point 
from the tessellation. The algorithm is simple and 
has been implemented on a micro computer using 
the C language. 
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Appendix 

This appendix gives the complete contiguity lists as 
computed by ADDTESS and by the Green and 
Sibson algorithm for the data in Fig. 3. These lists 
are referred to in the proof of theorem 4.1. 

Contiguity lists of: 
ADDTESS 

n' : m', new, I 
m': r, new, n' 
r : n, new, m' 
n : m, new, r 
m : I, new, n 
new: r, n, m, I, n', m' 
l : n', new, m 
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m' : r, new, n' 
r : n, new, m' 
n : m, new, r 
m : I, n 
new: r, n, I, m' 
I : n', new, m 
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